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PRESIDIO® PERFECT-CLEAR

KEY FEATURES

The most clear protective case we’ve ever designed. New materials keep your case clear 
longer while providing more protection and durability. Features clear impact technology  
and Microban®.

UP TO 13-FOOT DROP PROTECTION  
WITH CLEAR IMPACT TECHNOLOGY
When dropped, our clear impact technology compresses 
on impact and cushions your phone. It’s proven to absorb 
shock and resist damage to your device.

 
EXPERIENCE PERFECT-CLEAR 
Show off the beauty of your phone, without compromising 
clarity. Our Perfect-Clear coating resists discoloration  
and anti-yellowing materials keep your case looking 
perfectly-clear. If it doesn’t stay perfectly-clear, we’ll 
replace it for free.

 
THIRD-PARTY TESTED & APPROVED    
Independently lab-tested for multiple real-life situations, 
including extreme drops, chemicals, and antenna 
interference.

 
RAISED BEZEL SCREEN PROTECTION 
This added bit of protection is designed to resist screen 
shatters or cracks for those times when your phone falls 
and lands face-down. 

 

PROVEN ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION 
Only Speck has Microban®.* Their antimicrobial product 
protection delivers a 99% reduction in bacteria growth  
on the case, creating a cleaner surface. Life gets dirty, we 
keep your case cleaner. *Exclusive Microban® brand rights 
apply to phone cases and FOLIO© tablet cases in North 
America only. 

 
SLIM DESIGN ALLOWS FOR EASY  
WIRELESS CHARGING
PRESIDIO® PERFECT-CLEAR is a pocket-friendly, durable 
design thin enough to allow for easy wireless charging, with 
chargers like Qi, while the case is still on your phone.

  
LIFETIME WARRANTY 
Each PRESIDIO® PERFECT-CLEAR case is backed  
with a lifetime warranty. Yep, it’s awesome.

CLEAR GUARANTEE
CLEAR GUARANTEE
Innovative clear coating is tested by 
third-party labs and is guaranteed 
to prevent any yellowing for the 
lifetime of your phone.


